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Abstract
Sentiment analysis refers to a classification problem where the main focus is to analyze the sentiment statements which are transferred
through the twitter social media. This analysis procedure gives various points of statements from each twit in social media. The huge
number of different case of opinions is obtained from the twitter statement and these different opinions are analyzed for predicting the
nature of the twit in social media. For a decade, number of different machine learning approaches is used for analyzing and predicting the
nature of the twit statements in social media. This paper narrates various conventional twitter sentiment analysis methods with its types.
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INTRODUCTION
The modern media are powerful technique to predict the
naturalist of the different kind of persons in world. This modern
media is otherwise called as social media where the people in the
different regions of the world can send and receive the messages.
This advanced social media includes whatsup, twitter and face
book. These kind of social media networks are today more
powerful, where the huge number of both educated and
uneducated persons are connected through the center hub in the
network media. Even though, it is more positive powerful media,
sometimes, it is responsible for creating unwanted riots and
spreads rumors throughout the world. Hence, the analysis of
each transferred statements through this social media is
necessary for preventing such kind of unwanted events in world.
Survey on Twitter Sentiment Analysis Framework
Ali Hasan et al. (2018) analyzed the statements of users in social
media networks twitter using machine learning languages. The
authors extracted policy view factors for each user account from
twitter social media and these policy view factors were analyzed
by hybrid classification approach which was the integration of
Support Vector Machine (SVM) and Naïve Bayes classification
algorithms. Figure 1 shows the sentiment analysis from Twitter
account. In this paper, the following steps were used for
analyzing the twitter account.
Step 1: Data gathering from twitter account.
Step 2: Convert the language into generic language format.
Step 3: Apply preprocessing technique such as removing of URL
and symbols.
Step 4: Sentiment analysis using hybrid classification technique.
Step 5: Apply validation technique.
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Figure 1: Sentiment analysis from Twitter account
Survey on Sentiment Analysis Using Data Mining Techniques
There are two following conservative sentiment investigation
procedure for twitter social media.
•
Training and testing scheme;
•
Lexicon methodology;
The machine learning approach for sentiment analysis from
twitter is classified for improving the level of approximation
between various layers. The lexicon learning techniques are also
classified into positive and negative approach. Fig.2 details about
various conventional strategies for predicting and analyzing the
various twits in social media. Further, the machine learning
classification approach has been classified into supervised and
unsupervised classification techniques.
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Figure 3: Lexicon Methods for Sentiment Analysis
Survey on Sentiment Analysis Methods
In modern advanced social media, analyzing various properties
of each twit method plays an important role in advertisement
which improves the economic business in real time world as
stated in Bifet and E. Frank (2010). The conventional sentiment
analysis method divided into the following categories as stated
below.
•
Word level analysis.
•
Sentence level analysis.
•
File level analysis.
•
Feature level analysis.

Figure 2: Sentiment Analysis Methods from Twitter
Table 1 shows the twitter analysis methodologies using machine
learning technique and lexicon learning technique. The Machine
learning technique SVM obtained 86.4% of sentiment analysis
report from twitter user account. This classified based technique
reaches satisfactory results for obtaining the high level of
classification accuracy while it is comparing with various states
of conventional approaches.
Table 1: Twitter Sentiment Analysis Methods
Technique
Methodology
Analysis Accuracy
(%)
Machine learning
SVM
Twitter
86.4
technique
Deep learning
Twitter
80.7
classifier
Lexicon learning
Positive
Twitter
74
technique
Negative
Twitter
72
Pang et al. (2004) used minimum cut edge technique for
analyzing the sentiment from twitter user account. The authors
used machine learning classification approach for analyzing the
sentiments from twitter account using Support Vector Machine
(SVM) classifier. The authors obtained 86.4% of analysis
classification report from twitter statement.
Socher, Richard et al. (2013) proposed deep modeling algorithm
for analyzing the sentiments from twitter account. The authors
used deep neural network cascading and heuristic methods for
the case of analyzing the behavior of each twits in social media.
The authors achieved 80.7% of accuracy for their classifications
from twitter account.
Taboada et al. (2011) used positive and negative approaches for
analyzing the sentiment statement from twitter account. The
authors obtained 74% of sentiment analysis accuracy for positive
approach and also obtained 72% of sentiment analysis accuracy
for negative approach.Fig.3 shows the Lexicon method for
sentiment analysis.
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WORD LEVEL ANALYSIS
This method extracts each and every communicated word from
twitter account and the extracted words and analyzed for
sentiment verification as stated in Agarwal et al. (2011). The
word level analysis method can be differentiated as dictionary
and corpus techniques, where each method used different
planning strategy to predict or analyze the strength of various
word analysis techniques. This method produced or attained
reasonable results on predicted approaches with respect to
various social media works. The corpus methodology used
different pattern for computing the main stream of advanced set
of twits in each twitter account from the main database in the
remote server as stated in Dmitry Davidov et al. (2010). Figure 4
shows the sentiment analysis using corpus dataset.

Figure 4: Sentiment analysis using corpus
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Sentence Level Analysis
This method extracts each and every communicated sentence
from twitter account and the extracted sentences are analyzed
for sentiment verification.
File Level Analysis

This method extracts file from twitter account and the extracted
files are analyzed for sentiment verification.
Feature level analysis
This method extracts features from twitter account and the
extracted features are analyzed for sentiment verification. Figure
5 illustrates the different twit analysis streams in social media.

Figure 5: Different Twit Analysis Streams in Social Media

real time world. This paper narrates various conventional twitter
sentiment analysis methods with its types.
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RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
In this paper, the Machine learning technique was utilized to
analyze that means classification of twitter sentiment. In that
process, the Machine learning technique has given a higher
quality or efficiency than the Lexicon learning technique
classification. Therefore, the performance of Machine learning
technique can be clearly seen through this comparison chart. In
Fig.6, 100 records are classified by 85% very clearly. Similarly,
other records are categorized more accurately, with 500 records
classified as 97% accurate.
CONCLUSIONS
Sentiment Analysis is a technique widely used in text
mining. Twitter Sentiment Analysis, therefore means, using
advanced text mining techniques in order to analyze various
twits in social media networks in the form of multimedia
information. The twitter sentiment analysis plays an important
role in advertisement which improves the economic business in
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